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Cataleya Siempre()
 
I am in the middle of three children two sisters..
Growing up is really hard for me and my sisters.
A lot of the times I was singled out because I was different.. throughout the
years growing up it took a really big toll on me. Still at the fact I became a
successful truck driver was in the oil field single mom of six kids strong minded.
And most of all superwoman to my children..
I found that writing poetry always kept my mind off of all the bad things..
In the midst of stress pain agony happy sad every single emotion that runs
through my body and soul, I take a piece of paper and a pencil and start writing
every single thing that comes to my mind down.. Poetry to be born stories to be
told healing is what wins one soul..
 
Portugalse from past experiences present experiences and future experiences it
also comes from heartache winds gains losses..
I listen to what everybody has to say and from there I gather bits of pieces of
stories from everybody's experiences and got them down to make my own poem
from the heart…



(blinded)  Endless Love
 
Why can't I see,
the damage, that you put forth,
on me..
Blindly,  endless love, is what lives
inside of me..
 
Damaged, in all aspects of my life.
From the agonizing pain,
My soul, weeps every night.
Ugly thoughts, I have only gained..
Suicidal dreams, I must fight..
 
Because its you, and solely you,
I must say, that I can not lie..
Damage was done, to you as well,
So I must, admit to all, and comply.
But for guilt, we will not dwell.
 
You've walked away, many times,
Because of emotions, that you could not bare…
Wanted no part, of all  the commotion..
Each to their own, this was not fair.
 
I stood alone, multiple times,
With your presence, of an absence,
Always had  me, in a bind.
No matter, the situation,
Time alone, was of essence..
 
Till this day,  after 18 years,
what can I say..
With anger and pain,
Hiding from you, never worked,
Realizing, that this was no game.
 
At the end of the day, Endless Love,
Will always win..
Blinded, from the damage that we both caused..
Here we go, together, once again..



 
Neither of us, will give up,
To eternity, our path is to..
If nothing, gets in the way, to corrupt.
 
Blinded, By Endless Love,
Together we'll stand, together we fall,  to eternity, we can not withdraw..
 
MP ????
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Mylast Night On Earth
 
It's dark
It sees
I'm scared
It feels
I pray
It hears
 
I hide
It seeks
I weep
It laughs
 
I'm alone
It preys
I cry
It thirsts
 
I fear
It hungers
I'm weak
It knows
 
Can't run
Can't hide
Now I fight
For my life
 
God knows
He is there
By my side
We both share
 
He protects
My soul
In his arms
There I go
 
Close your eyes
Fear no more



Come with me
Together we soar
 
I'm alive
In his world
Where I will
Always be
By His Side
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5 Rules To Self (Truth)
 
Explaining as to, (WHY)
Acknowledging as to, (I ACCEPT)
Admitting as to,  (RESPONSIBILITY)
Forgiving as to, (TRANQUILITY)
Last but not least,
Learning as to, (NEVER AGAIN)
 
5 RULES TO SELF (TRUTH)
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Morning Tears Of Silent Thoughts
 
As I wake, from the night,
Of fearful Dreams, that I can't hide.
I sit alone, on this bed,
Demonic thoughts, fill my head..
 
I prayed to God, to help me breath,
And push these thoughts, away from me..  Still at that, these thoughts of mine,
would not leave..
They now think, they have the best of me..
 
Stay away from my mind,
For with me, you will not bind..
Vulnerable and all alone,
In this empty house, , they will
Always roam..
 
As these tears, stream down my face,
Will these thoughts, ever go away.
Each to their own, is to believe,
Heaven and Hell,
There is no in between..
 
I walk away from this place,
I cannot help, this feeling of such
DISGRACE
I leave behind, these Morning Tears Of Silent Thoughts,
To be forever sealed,
IN THIS  FEARFUL
DEMONIC PLACE
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Women Of Mine
 
I know we don't talk,
Or see each other everyday,
Because of these feelings,
I hold inside, What can I say..
 
The love for my women,
I can not help..
For the fear of losing her love,
I'll try my best, not to mess up..
When reality hits, i'm only human..
 
From morning to night,
I sit here feeling,
Lonely and sad..
God please help me,
This feels so bad..
 
These emotions of mine,
I know I must fight..
To keep our love, strong and alive..
 
The energy of agonizing pain,
Continuous sorrow,
Is all that I gain..
What will I be able,
To offer her tomorrow..
 
Women of mine,
Please don't blame,
This unpopular man,
Feeling Ashamed..
I will do my best, 
When ever I can.
 
I promise to you,
Woman of mine,
That I will overcome,
These emotions inside..
 



Believe in your heart,
That pours into your soul,
The love that I have,
Is out of this world.
 
Keep this in mind,
Not to give up,
On the man who fought,
Even when it  was tough,
You will be proud
WOMAN OF MINE
 
EXG   ??
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Farewell (Methamphetamine)  Go To Hell
 
The minute you think the world revolves around you,
Is the second, that you find out,  that was never true..
Blinded from the poisonous world, that I have known..
Pure darkness, Is what I had shown..
 
Those who showed you,
that they were there,
Were the ones, who OBVIOUSLY,
Did not care..
The fantasies that people have,
Make them feel like if, they are not half bad..
 
Had I not been, completely lost,
My soul would have never, suffered a  painful loss…
 
In silence, as I sit here,
The presence of life,
Is nowhere near.
 
As my soul, sits here and weeps,
I can only imagine, where my babies can be..
Taken from me, in such agonizing despair..
Only to have come to realize,
WHAT A MASSIVE NIGHTMARE
 
Though, the intentions were fair,
In anger and rage, All I could give,
Was a great big blank, stare
My journey has begun,
Now I know all, that Has to be done.
 
As the sorrow and pain, keep building  inside..
Exploded emotions and feelings I can't hide..
 
Abandoned,
Alone, ,
Pain, , ,
Agony, , , ,
And feel of hopelessness, , , ,



 
There's no one there, to guide me
Through this Abyss..
I am being sent away,
For three months straight..
 
ACKNOWLEDGE
ACCEPT
LAERN
NEVER LOOK  BEHIND TO YOUR PAST
JUST KNOW YOU WILL NEVER RELAPSE
 
Once the road of my future path is clear, The light that will shine so bright, will
appear..
Those who obviously, did not care,
WE, don't want you no where near..
 
So now I say to you,
 
FAREWELL
 
METHAMPHETAMINE
 
GO TO HELL
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Choices
 
We were all born,
Due to Choices, ,
We survived,
Because of Choices..
And Sometimes,
We are torn,
For the fact of Choices..
Free Will,
We were given,
The Choices,
Are up to us..
Certain Choices,
We make,
Can't be forgiven,
While others,
Willinly, are a given..
And what we do with,
The choices, And Free Will,
We mark our destiny,
Of happiness, or agony..
Tears Of joy, or,
Tears Of pain..
Black or White,
Some, to feel a loss,
Others, full of gain..
As time stroll on,
Your circle, will become fewer,
We, ourselves, Choose,
At Free Will, the color,
That will paint our future..
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Restoration Eyes
 
As the saying goes! !
One's eyes, are the windows, to their soul.
These eyes, these windows, have been shattered, one to many times.
So with that being said, Only God, will be able to piece back together all the
broken glass that was left on the ground..
Slowly but surely, these pieces of shattered glass, will be put back in place..
The rightful owner, of the FINAL AND LAST PIECE OF GLASS that will complete
the restoration of these windows,  has yet to be found..
Until then, seeping water, will leak, in and out, till the windows have been
completed..
 
MP ???
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Shadows Of Her Soul
 
Behind that Beautiful Smile,
Lies Sorrow,
Pain,
And Agony,
That will linger within her Soul,
For the Man that has caused such destruction..
She is Beautiful,
And has a heart of Gold,
That now,
Is as Dark as The Shadows of her Demons,
That She has to continuously Fight,
To keep her Sanity From
HELL..
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Fire Burning Blue
 
Sad
Alone
Afraid
And it is only intensifying
Betrayal
Disappointment
Failure
Only Fault of Mine
Fire
Burning
Blue
Because of you
Darkness
Shadows
Mist
Unknown of this  Abyss
Love
Happiness
Neverending
Would I have Never known
Hadn't I not learned
What it was to be Alone
Tears
Joy
Free
Is now What I know
To See
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A Love Like Mine
 
The hard part is done. You let go long time before I did. So who is the one that
still needs to let go! !
Let me tell you this, a love like mine, you will DEFINITELY NEVER FIND IN ANY
OTHER!
To me, you were more than my man, my husband, my lover, my best friend.
I held you up, never let you fall, I carried you in my soul, spirit, and in my
heart..
Tell me, where you will find another love like mine.
No matter my location, day, or night, in a crowd, or alone, I close my eyes, I see
you, I feel you, and mostly, I can taste you. I hear you calling for me, I speak to
you hoping you can hear me..
No lie, awake and conscious, I hear every word you say.
Something spiritual of a connection that I still, and always will have with you.
You never understood or let alone, cared for these feelings of mine.
Call me fake, or what ever kind of savage choice of words you would tell me.
I know it is real, and I know, that I continue to love you more than words,
feelings, and shame, at that matter, than you ever deserved.
With all do time, it will fade. But as of today, the agonizing pain of my soul being
ripped out of me, still lingers on.
One day at a time, I can only live. Still, with you in my memory like if it were
today. God heal my pain, comfort my heart and help me to let go...
 
MP???
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Free
 
Free
 
Why
I hurt
Why
I cry
Blinded
For the Love
Will always linger on
Love
In reality
Has no say so
Not even the custom
Has no say so
Because the intimacy
Is what is the strength
That keeps these links of the chain locked
And bound together
Once the links, one by one, are broken, and fall apart
Is when I
Will be free
Free I say
From the imprisonment
That I was forcefully
Bounded to endure
What is That
Is that light
Is that clean air
I can see
I can breath
And Now
I can be me
Free
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Toxic Was Us
 
TOXIC! THEY SAY?
WHOS THE ONE THAT WAS TOXIC?
Was it you, the one who caused the pain?
Was it me, the one who allowed the pain?
Either way, TOXIC was what we were together.
Not one day goes by, that I don't continuously think of you.
Was this my fault, for allowing it, was it your fault, for giving it?
Who cares! ! What's done is done.
Can't change the past. Only control the present, and future.
For which still, involves you. To make change, and be more visual and careful,  of
the choices of which will be my destiny.
Until then, toxic memories,  will linger within my soul n heart because I cannot,
Stop thinking, and feeling every bit of your soul..
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No Coincidence
do You Believe
 
Why
Why didn't you warn me
Why wasn't I aware
Do you believe
Do you believe in God
Do you believe in Destiny
Why
Why did I cross your path
Why
Why did you cross mine
Did you feel that
Did you hear that
Did you see that
The energy like a magnet
That pulled you towards me
Your eyes  beautiful color like honey, danced with mine
With out saying a word
I spoke to you, silently
Visions in my head transported
Into your soul..
Did you feel that
Did you hear that
Did you see that
There is no such thing as coincidence
Do you believe in God
Do you believe in Destiny
We never knew
That would be the very first
And very last, of our search
For the true Rightful owners of our Souls..
I believe in God
I believe in Destiny
We have found each other
And we never knew
Soul Mates till eternity
 
MP ???
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Eternity
 
What does ETERNITY feel like
Well, I know now
Not being able to see you
Feel you
Kiss you
Let alone hear your  sweet voice
When I want
DEPRIVED
Deprived of air
Feels like
SUFFERING
Suffer to only imagine
Seeing you
Feeling you
Kissing you
Let alone hearing your sweet voice
ETERNITY
Should be with you always
Longing for your intimacy
Which is being DEPRIVED
Of us as we speak
When your in front me
I will hold you for the rest of our lives...
SUFFER
DEPRIVED
AGONY
PAIN
Will be just a faint memory
Of our Suffering without
Eachother..
In our own world of Eternity
All we see and know is us,
And no others
ETERNITY
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(eternal Triangle)    
love Of Deceptton
 
In her world of darkness,
Blindly, staring down, a tunnel of memories.
Romance and Lust
Power and Strength
Pain and Agony
Chaos and total Madness
 
Of two men, and a woman,
Who lived Solely by,
Passion, Lust, Pride, And Ego..
They played the game,
For the love, they both had for her,
Her Power was bestimmen…
 
Three points of Her Triangle..
Eternal Love X 3
Love And Deception
Power and Pride
Guilt and Satisfaction…
 
Guilt, of one, for he traumatized
the soul being of her soul..
Satisfaction, of the other, as she  enjoyed watching him suffer to be cold.
 
Each to their own,
The ball was in her court,
From which to choose,
Decisions, were of her own..
 
One, with such bruit and strength, Like a fearless tiger, that walks amongst his
pray, but has the knowledge and the perception of life, of an infant. Longing for
love from the only women that saw passed his imperfections..
 
Yet, the other, weak and frágil, due to the cancer, that is sucking the energy of
his life out,  of all that is left of his soul. Of total guilt, has left him hungry and
thirsty for the love he left many years ago..
 



Till the end of time,
She will be wanted,
Always, from the two men,
That will keep, this
Triangular bind..
 
Of two men, and a woman,
Who lived Solely by,
Passion, Lust, Pride, And Ego..
They played the game,
 
Of  Eternal Triangle
For the Love of two men,
The fire, will Continuously burn,
From both of her Candles
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(silver)     Through Her Eyes
 
COLOR
There is no such thing..
In her world, neither
Black Nor White
Through her eyes,
SILVER, was her fight..
LOVE
Never existed.
In her world, of chaos,
She was QUEEN
 
DISTORTION
Is how she sees, herself..
Lost in SILVER smoke,
She can't seem to carry,
Oneself..
 
In a world of SILVER
No one sees,
No one hears,
Let alone,
No one cares,
That the smoke of her Death,
Was the KILLER
 
SILENT
Screams for help,
Were never heard..
But overlooked, ,
Because of her silent Welp..
Now,  it is too late,
She has already,
Passed, through those gates..
 
MOURN
Is all you can do,
When you  just laughed,
At her too..
This is no joke..



It's sad and it's true..
The cause of a women's
DEATH
Because…
 
OF SILVER METH SMOKE
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Fearless
 
As I stood still in fear.
My mind prepared itself,
Do I run.
Do I fight..
Do I drop to my knees...
And pretend there is nothing insight.
Who was I kidding.
Am I weak,
Am I strong,
Would  I  have been able to continue on.
As the electricity radiated
Throughout my mind,
Body,
And soul,
Strength.
Power..
Faith...
Is what had to take control.
Fear! !
What is fear! !
Sign of weakness...
Due to the savage ways of endurance
That was embedded into me.
He told me,
Fear me not,
For the end is near.
And you will see,
There was absolutely nothing,
To have been Feared...
As I walked away,
Never, to have looked back,
I remembered,
Who...
I was meant to be..
When all was said and done..
I fear not one thing,
I fear no one, ,
I am The Fear,
That I have overcome...
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Poisoned Bravery
(Addiction)
 
A man of such rage and anger of pain
In desperation to take control..
As all he sees are dark shadows against his soul..
Why do you hurt me!
Why do you belittle me! !
Why do I fear you! ! !
He asks, as he quivers, from head to toe..
His only defense, is feel of bravery,
Bravery, , that comes from A world of the unknown..
As he feeds his mind, body, , and soul, , the poison that drastically arouses the
bravery to put forth!
No one can hurt me,
No one will belittle me, ,
The FEAR is no more.
Numb, to the fear that He has previously Shown..
He sets off, into the night, , with the mindset, , of the unknown! !
He causes such destruction, in any which way he can, , damaging, his loved
one's, a couple, only left in hand..
Unconscience of the damage he has caused, our hearts continously bleed,
Of pain and sorrow, for they will continue to be mauled...
As the numbness, and bravery, start to fade away,
A man of such rage and anger in pain.
In desperation to take control...
As all he sees, are dark Shadows against his soul..
 
MP ???
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Tears Of Fire
 
I don't lie...
I don't cheat...
I'm real...
And my feelings are real...
I still love you...
But don't want to anymore...
My tears burn my eyes when I cry for you...
What does that mean...
Pain..
Sorrow..
Hurt...
Will eventually be less..
The tears of fire will be less..
As time will heal...
And what will be at the end,
Will be the ash,
That will  Disintegrate,
Into the air as I walk through,
Into,
The beginning,
Of my new chapter...
Without you...
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Seeping Tear Of Power
 
One seeping tear
That falls down my face
And hits the ground, ,
Is more powerful,
Than a million tears
That hide, behind my eyes...
As That one tear,
Hits the Earth, ,
With such gentleness, , ,
But creates such a fearce,
Low rumble of power..
Self Explanatory
One powerful seeping tear
Or A million fearful tears..
Which one are you...
Made of power,
Or made a fool...
I am Who I am,
And never again,
Will I be labeled,
A Fool
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A Painting Of Silent Words
 
A painting
With such beautiful  combination  of oil splashes
Behind a protective piece of glass
Distinctive fine lines of her face
The deep tones of color
That paint the story behind her eyes
As I stand on the outside
Looking at her in a daze from afar
What is she saying
Is she speaking to me
No
She is screaming Words of silence
Words that no one can understand
Everyone around smiles with such
Attraction
Her Eyes of such seduction
They say
Such beauty
And full of such sophistication
I must have her
No matter the cost
All...
See a beautiful painting of a
Beautiful woman
Not listening to the screams of Words in silence as she speaks
All they see is what's on the outside
Knowing nothing about the deep tones
Of color That paint the stories
Behind her eyes..
As I came to, I realized, that I was screaming Words of silent..
Behind a protective piece of glass
As I gazed through out the room
I see them all,
I am no one's prize, I am lost for words,
For I closed my eyes,
Bowed my head,
Feeling, With such appall...
For they not know, what's inside,
I'll tell you once again,



I AM NO ONES PRIZE
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